Program Overview

Forensic Logic Crime Gun Initiative
Reduce violent crime with enhanced crime gun intelligence
Forensic Logic’s Crime Gun Initiative helps combat violent crime by
integrating your existing point solutions (e.g., gunshot location, gun
tracing, ballistics association and more) into a common analytics
platform to enable intelligence-led policing.
Chiefs and Sheriffs are measured by the reduction in the number of violent
crimes reported. While extremely useful, the tools that currently exist to help
combat violent gun crime, such as ATF’s NIBIN and eTrace, do not go far enough
to assist law enforcement in generating actionable insights.
These tools have not reached their full potential due to missing recovery
information at the time of gun trace submission, erroneous data in the
submissions, delayed lead generation and a lack of comprehensive use.
Forensic Logic LEAP SEARCH™ provides a simple search platform that
automatically finds associations between people, locations, vehicles, telephone
numbers, firearms and more. It aggregates cross-jurisdictional data into a
national data network, making it easily searchable.
LEAP SEARCH helps to eliminate the challenges departments face by:
•
•
•
•

BENEFITS
Access critical information
regarding violent gun crime
within a single platform
Search across all applications
and participating agency
information systems
Simplify comprehensive and
timely gun tracing and crime
analysis
Accelerate your investigative
leads with ballistics data hits
received from NIBIN system
Enable real-time alerts and
notifications so you know the
second you get a hit
Measure results with Crime
Gun CompStat Report and
Dashboard

Seamlessly integrating all information systems residing in an agency
Automating submissions to eTrace and visualizing NIBIN results
Layering data with RMS firearm entries, gunshot location information,
NIBIN reports, firearm traces and more
Producing timely, complete and actionable leads

As a result, you can expand your search, find the information you need more
easily and solve domain-specific crimes more quickly.
Tight integration with NIBIN, eTrace and ShotSpotter
LEAP SEARCH can be seamlessly integrated with NIBIN, eTrace and ShotSpotter
so you can submit and investigate violent crime information much more quickly.
Firearm information can be traced the moment it is entered it into your local
Records Management System or Property System.
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In addition, our solution under development will soon notify agencies of
inaccurate firearm information contained in incident reports and property
systems before transmittal to ATF for tracing. The When the ATF National Tracing
Center receives gun trace submissions from our system, optional recovery data
requested but often omitted from tracing forms will be automatically included.

KEY FEATURES
NIBIN hits are automatically
associated with serial incidents
including full incident
narratives
Timeline, hotspot and
geospatial analysis to help you
quickly identify patterns
Dashboards illustrating
gunshot location, calls for
service for firearm-related
calls, and firearm-related
incidents and arrests

Quickly view a NIBIN link chart within LEAP SEARCH.

A variety of visualization
tools, including link charts,
one-click heat maps and 3-D
visualizations, interactive
geospatial rendering of
incidents, interactive tag
clouds and timelines
Automated submission of
documents (activities)
involving firearms tracing to
the ATF

Aggregate all firearm recovery information prior to submission to ATF.

For more information
Forensic Logic COPLINK deploys the largest, most powerful network of users,
information and technology in American law enforcement. Powered by the most
advanced search and analysis technology in the industry, we give our users the
information they need to keep themselves and their communities safe. To learn
more, visit www.forensiclogic.com.
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